
HERZ-distributor systems
Surface heating and cooling

Easy-to-assemble fully tested
and guaranteed systems.
Functional and durable.



HERZ-distributors for floor heating
Surface heating and cooling systems represent a convenient and energy-saving alternative to traditio-
nal systems for heating and air-conditioning buildings. For many years, HERZ Armaturen has been
producing and operating high quality, durable system components for surface heating and cooling sy-
stems. Experience and all-round expertise make HERZ a valued partner to industry, trade and business
worldwide. The constant ongoing development and adaptation of product components means that
HERZ can supply fully tested systems and components that integrate perfectly.
HERZ offers a comprehensive range of innovative products and system solutions which can be
customised to the technical requirements and needs of the client.  

HERZ-8532 and 8531 rod-type distributors

HERZ-8532 rod-type distributors with thermostatic valve upper parts and top meters are
suitable for typical installations in apartment blocks with different requirement levels,
adapted to the individual needs of residents, or underfloor heating.

System components
Rod-type distributors with 3 to 16 outlets in DN25 size.
Inlet distributor with thermostatic upper parts.
Return distributor with top meter controls.
Bleed function.
Draining via hose connection.
End caps and holding devices.

The distributors are staggered for easy assembly and the pipe connection is G3/4 eurocone. The pitch
between the distributor outlets is 50mm and the distributor has a 1" internal thread.

The top meter controls allow limitation of the amount of water for any single circuit. They are essential for
hydraulic balancing and offer pre-setting for convenient, energy-saving and simultaneous provision of
services. The top meter shut-off allows the isolation of individual areas of the system for maintenance
purposes. 

The HERZ-8531, with thermostatic valve upper part and shut-off is recommended for greater coverage,
for example in office and events areas. 

System components
Rod-type distributor with 3 to 16 outlets in DN25 size.
Inlet distributor with thermostatic upper parts.
Return distributor with top meter controls.
Bleed function.
Draining via hose connection.
End caps and holding devices.

The distributors are staggered and the pipe connection is G3/4 eurocone. The pitch is 50mm and the
distributors are supplied with a 1" internal thread.

HERZ-Flush distributor module

The HERZ-8512, 8513 and 8514 offer reduced space usage with maximum flexibility. Any number of
outlets is possible with a minimal number of components. 

System components
The HERZ-flush distributor module  consists of corrosion resistant brass with a 1" inter-
nal thread with 2, 3 or 4 outlets. The inlet has shut-off upper parts and the return has
thermostatic valve upper parts including double O-ring seal.

The pipe connection is a G3/4 eurocone. The pitch between the distributor outlets is
55mm.



HERZ-accessories 
Distributors have to be separate with isolation capacity for the entire building supply, in order to allow
maintenance, alterations and completion of pipe work according to installation practice standards. 

HERZ-shut-off valves for rod-type distributors

HERZ-shut-off valves, numbers 8537 and 8538 for rod-type distributors gua-
rantee lasting functionality. These are available in angled and straight forms, brass
version, DN25 for rod-type distributors, pipe connection with sleeve, distributor con-

nection. Alternatively, HERZ-ball valves can be used. HERZ-valves can also be fitted with me-
tering stations for flow measurement.

HERZ-control valves and shut-off valves for 8510 and 8514 flush distributor module

HERZ-8510 and 8514 control and shut-off valves for connecting 
HERZ-flush distributors enable precise hydraulic presetting.

The following control and shut-off valves are available:

HERZ-AS angled or straight control valves (1 8510 61) in nickel-plated brass,
DN25, white hand-wheel disk, can be pre-set by lowering flow restriction cone, for
DN25 distributors.

HERZ-angled or straight shut-off valve (1 8510 60), in nickel-plated brass, DN25,
white hand-wheel disk, soft seal with O-ring for DN25 distributors.

HERZ-distributor cabinets

The HERZ-distributor cabinet provides mounting and meets the installation system require-
ments for HERZ distribution systems. The HERZ-distributor cabinet, item no. 8569, is availa-
ble in widths 300 to 1500mm. The distributor cabinet is made from hot-dip galvanised sheet
steel, the front doors and frames are white powder-coated (RAL 9010), the installation depths
are adjustable (80-110mm), cabinet height (705-775mm). The mounting rail for holding devi-
ces as well as front plate and removable tilted pipe rail are included. 

Cabinet door with cylinder lock 

The HERZ-distributor cabinet can also be
supplied with a cylinder lock on request. 

HERZ-system components for surface heating systems

HERZ-distributor holding devices 

For easy assembly of HERZ-distributors in the
distributor cabinet. 

1. 4217 GR Circuit regulation valve

2. 4217 GM Circuit regulation valve with test points

3. 4111 Strainer

4. 1 7737 91 Thermostatic valve *)

5. 1 7420 06 Thermostat  *)

6. 1 5537 01 GP Regulating valve for manual adjustment*)

7. 1 8100 00 Safety switch for underfloor heating *)

8. 4037 Three-way valve

9. 7712 Valve drive

10. 7793 Heating control

11. 7793 00 Surface temperature sensor

12. 7790 Room temperature controller

13. 7710 Actuating drive

14. 9102 Hand wheel

15. 4004 Bypass valve

*) Contained in the 1 8100 01 floor heating control set.



HERZ-system components for HERZ-surface heating systems

HERZ-8100 Floor heating control sets for
45, 85, 120 and 160m2 surfaces

HERZ-7420 Thermostatic head with
contact sensor

HERZ-8100 Floorfix for underfloor
control and flush mounting

Calis TS RD 7761 Thermostatic three-way
distribution valve in DN15 and DN20

7762 Thermostatic three-way mixing
and switching valve in DN10, 15 and 20

HERZ-DDC 7940 and 7710
Actuating drives

HERZ-Pipe Fix system, multilayer
pipe and plastic pipe connections

HERZ-7940, 7791 and 7790 Room
Temperature controllers and 7793

Temperature sensor

4037 Three-way mixing and diverting
valves and 7712 Valve drive
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